
BYOD 365



BYOD can lead to a loss
of control over data security
BYOD users download Office 365 apps on  
personal devices and use them for work.

Your company data is then exposed in  
unmanaged apps on unmanaged devices.

Unmanaged Apps

Office 365 Data

Unmanaged Device

“We get 320,000 attacks every day, mostly by email
and many of those come through BYO devices.”

J.Britton Tabor 
Executive Vice President
Erlanger Health Systems



BYOD requires a delicate
balance of security and privacy

Mobile Mentor balances security and privacy
for your employees and implements appropriate  
controls in your Intune test environment.

Office 365 apps will be secured with policies to  
protect the data without enrolling or managing  
the employee’s device. Your employees will be
assured that their personal privacy is respected.

Endpoint  
Security

Employee  
Experience



Three steps to securing company data  
and protecting employee privacy

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

Develop a  
BYOD Policy  
Document

Create a  
Tiered Trust 

Model

Implement  
in Intune test  
environment



BYOD POLICY
We develop a policy document by  
working with IT, Security, HR, Finance  
and employees to achieve a broad  
consensus on the right level of security  
and privacy for your organisation. Cost management  

Risk and liability  
Personal vs. business  
International roaming  
Carrier contracts

HR EMPLOYEESFINANCE IT

Eligibility criteria  
Usage guidelines  
Safe driving practises  
User profiling

Device allocations

Privacy protection  
Stipend model  
Device management  
Changing devices  
Email & Office 365

Office 365 Data  
Device security  
Groups and profiles  
Support workload

Step1:
BYOD Policy Document



The Tiered Trust Model ensures the appropriate  
balance of security and privacy for different  
personas within your company.

Employees typically fall into 3 – 5 distinct  
groups with different work styles, information
requirements and security risks. We apply controls  
to each tier so your users can get to work while  
your data remains protected.

Step 2:
Tiered Trust Model

Users who access Office 
365 through a browser 
and web applications

Support

Users that accessdata  
which is public or  
deemed low risk

Orderly

Medium Risk

Administrator

High Risk

Users withOffice 365 
and other LOBapps  
with sensitivedata

Doctor / Nurse

An example of a Tiered Trust Model

No Risk Low Risk

Users with managed 
Office 365 apps on their  

personal devices



Step 3:
Implement in Intune  
test environment

Using the BYOD Policy Document and the Tiered Trust Model,  
our engineers design the appropriate settings and controls  
to be applied in your Microsoft 365 environment.

Once the design is approved, we implement it in your test  
environment and validate each scenario with your IT team.

We then update the Technical Design Document and  
provide hands on training to your system administrators.
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Benefits of Secure BYOD

Your company  
will have a well

documented policy  
for the use of  

personal devices
at work

1
Users will be  

assigned a risk
category that defines 
the required security  

and privacy level
for them

2
The technical  

configuration will  
be deployed in  
your Intune test  

environment

3
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